To transmit information efficiently in a changing environment, the retina adapts to 1 visual contrast by adjusting its gain, latency and mean response. Additionally, the 2 temporal frequency selectivity, or bandwidth changes to encode the absolute 3 intensity when the stimulus environment is noisy, and intensity differences when 4 noise is low. We show that the On pathway of On-Off retinal amacrine and ganglion 5 cells is required to change temporal bandwidth but not other adaptive properties. 6
INTRODUCTION 17
Sensory systems have the task of encoding a set of stimuli in a changing 18 environment. Neural circuits meet this challenge by changing their neural code in a 19 number of ways that can be explained theoretically by principles of efficient coding. 20
Many sensory environments are composed of strong signals, including high luminance, 21 high contrast, fast velocity or loud auditory stimuli. In each of these cases, in order to use 22 a cell's dynamic range more efficiently, sensory neurons adapt to the strong stimulus in 23 multiple ways (1-4). 24
Four distinct changes in the neural code during contrast adaptation have been 25 described in sensory neurons, including in the vertebrate retina, fly visual system and the 26 auditory cortex (2, 5-9). Adaptation to stimulus variance changes the sensitivity, the 27 mean response level or offset, the delay of the response, and finally the temporal 28 frequency preference, or bandwidth. With respect to temporal bandwidth, in natural 29 signals, low spatial and temporal frequencies are predominant, and thus nearby points in 30 space and time have similar intensity. As such, when the the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is 31 low, it becomes more efficient to discard weaker and noisier high frequency signals, 32 integrating over the noise across a larger interval of space or time. At high SNR, 33 however, cells can take advantage of the less noisy environment to reduce correlations in 34 the input, and thus the temporal response becomes faster and more differentiating (2, 5-35 9). This more differentiating response preferentially encodes changes in intensity instead 36 of the absolute intensity. These principles also account for changing spatial receptive fields, explaining why during low luminance, receptive field centers are larger and 38 surrounds are weaker (5, (9) (10) (11) (12) . A change in temporal bandwidth during contrast 39 adaptation has been observed in the vertebrate retina (1, 7, 13) , and also in human 40 perception (14) . Although this process has been described quantitatively, and its 41 functional importance is understood, how this change in temporal bandwidth is generated 42 within the retinal circuit is not well described. 43
One obstacle to understanding the sources of these adaptive properties is that they 44 involve nonlinear dynamic properties of the system. A second complication is that signals 45 in the retina are merged through multiple neural pathways, each potentially with its own 46 adaptive properties. A third challenge is that multiple changes in the neural code occur 47 together, making it difficult to understand if any of the changes have specific mechanisms 48 not common to other changes in encoding. Thus is it difficult to gain insights into the 49 interactions of neural components without the use of a computational model. 50
Depletion of synaptic vesicles is thought to be a key source of contrast adaptation, 51 both in terms of a change in gain, offset (15, 16) and temporal processing (17, 18) . It is 52 unknown however, how parallel pathways interact to influence any of the four adaptive 53
properties. 54
Here we analyze On-Off amacrine and ganglion cells, which we find to have strong 55 adaptive changes in their preferred temporal feature with contrast. We report a specfic 56 dissociation between the four adaptive properties that is produced by the On pathway, in 57 that blocking the On pathway abolishes the shift in temporal bandwidth, but leaves 58 changes in gain, offset and the speed of response virtually intact. Our analysis first concludes that the shift in bandwidth with contrast arises from a changing ratio of 60 activation of the On and Off pathway. Thus the temporal derivative that is computed 61 during during high contrast is largely a difference between two neural pathways. 62
To understand the source of this differential activation of neural pathways in the 63 intact system without pharmacological manipulation, we analyzed a previously reported 64 computational model that captures all adaptive properties of On-Off ganglion cells to 65 changing contrast (18) . This model consists of a linear temporal filter, a time-independent 66 or static nonlinearity that applies a threshold and saturation to the input, and a first-order 67 kinetic system that creates the dynamic adaptive changes in response to a changing input 68 (19, 20) . This linear-nonlinear-kinetic model (LNK) captures all adaptive properties in an 69 environment of changing contrast as well as the membrane potential response nearly to 70 within the variability of the cell. Although other models have captured the properties of 71 fast adaptation in ganglion cell membrane potential or firing rate (21-23), these models 72 do not include the slow adaptation seen in ganglion cells, and thus would not capture all 73 adaptive properties observed here. Given the known properties of the retina, in the LNK 74 model, the nonlinearity corresponds to the threshold at the bipolar cell synaptic terminal, 75 and the kinetic system captures the dynamics of synaptic vesicle release (18) . 76
To assess why the two pathways adapted differently to contrast, we analyzed 77 differences in the computational components of the two pathways. One might expect that 78 because adpative properties have been assigned to the kinetics block that differential 79 adaptation must come from different adpative kinetics in the On and Off pathwayws, 80
representing differential properties of vesicle release. However, we find that the different thresholds in the two pathways are the primary cause of the change from the more 82 integrating to more differentiating response, rather than the dynamics of synaptic release 83 as has previously been proposed. These results reveal a picture where different 84 components of adaptation are produced by different mechanisms. At the level of the 85 ganglion cell membrane potential, changes in gain, offset and the speed of temporal 86 processing are produced by synaptic depression (18) . But to create the additional change 87 from a more integrating to differentiating response, the differences in threshold in the two 88 pathways leads to different levels of adaptation in the two pathways. The overall result is 89 that increase contrast changes the mixture of the two pathways. By analyzing a model 90 whose computational components can be mapped to neural components, different rules of 91 efficient coding can be assigned to different internal computations and mechanisms in a 92 parallel neural system. 93
RESULTS 94
A randomly flickering visual stimulus was presented from a standard video monitor 95 to the isolated salamander retina. The stimulus was spatially uniform and white in color 96 with an intensity that changed every 30 ms, and was drawn from a Gaussian distribution 97 with a constant mean. Every 20 s, the temporal contrast changed to one of 15 contrasts by 98 varying the standard deviation of the distribution. To measure the total intact input to 99 each cell, we recorded the intracellular membrane potential response from On-Off 100 amacrine and ganglion cells using sharp microelectrodes for at least 300 s ( Figure 1A) . 101
Spikes were digitally removed for analysis of the subthreshold membrane potential (18) . 102
To measure the influence of the On neural pathway to contrast adaptation, we 103 presented the stimulus in a control condition, and while blocking the On pathway using L-AP4 (APB), a metabotropic glutamate receptor agonist that blocks synaptic input to On 105 bipolar cells. To quantify different adaptive properties at different contrasts, we used the 106 standard approach of computing a linear nonlinear (LN) model, consisting of a temporal 107 filter that represents the average feature conveyed by a neuron, and a static, or time-108 independent nonlinear function that captures threshold, gain and any saturation (7). We 109 examined the change in temporal bandwidth produced by contrast adaptation by 110 examining the linear filter. As previously reported (7, 24), the filter at low contrast was 111 more monophasic, and at high contrast the filter was more biphasic ( Fig.) . We quantified 112 this effect by examining the filter in the frequency domain at each contrast. The median 113 temporal frequency of the filter was lower at low than at high contrast. In addition, the 114 power at the lowest frequency was greatly attenuated at high contrast, reflecting the more 115 biphasic filter ( Fig. 1 F -H) . We computed the average shift in the median frequency as a 116 function of contrast, which was 5.7 1.2 (n = 5), where is contrast units. In 117 APB, the filter changed its temporal frequency much less, shifting 0.7 0.5 , 118
which was significantly less than the control condition (P < 0.02). 119
Examining other adaptive properties, we found that the average gain of a cell, 120
represented by the slope of the nonlinearity, decreased with contrast both in the control 121 and APB conditions, with little difference in the two conditions ( Fig. 1B, C) . We 122 quantified the speed of the response as the delay until the trough of the linear filter, which 123 changed with contrast as expected. The contrast-dependent change in the delay of the 124 response also was not influenced by APB ( Fig. 1D ). We further compared the offset of 125 the response by computing the mean membrane potential at different times during the 126 recording, and compared them in the control and APB conditions. The On pathway was 127
±
Hz σ σ ± Hz σ similarly not required for adaptive changes in the mean membrane potential (Fig. 1E ). In 128 total, the effect of the On pathway on adaptation was highly specific, in that only the 129 adaptive shift in temporal bandwidth required both On and Off pathways, whereas 130 changes in gain, response delay and offset did not. 131
On-Off cells have greater changes in temporal bandwidth 132
We then recorded the spiking responses of ganglion cells with a multielectrode array in 133 response to a spatiotemporal stimulus in a control condition and with APB. Cells 134 included both On/Off cells and cells with no On pathway input. We first identified the 135 relative strength of the On and Off pathways using a uniform field flash, and computed 136 the ratio of the firing rate of the On and Off responses ( Fig. 2A ). Then we presented a 137 one-dimensional spatiotemporal stimulus consisting of randomly flickering lines drawn 138 from a Gaussian distribution that alternated between high contrast (4 s) and low contrast 139 As in the case of membrane potential recordings, high contrast shifted the temporal 146 bandwidth to higher temporal frequencies ( Fig. 2C -E ). Across all cells, APB reduced 147 the shift in frequency from 5.0 ± 0.7 to 2.9 ± 0.3 Hz σ (n = 16, P < 0.01, paired t-test) 148 for the 0.3 σ change in contrast ( Fig. 2D -E ). In addition, we found that cells with the largest changes in temporal bandwidth had the greatest input from the On pathway. Cells 150 with the highest On/Off ratio changed their temporal bandwidth by a factor of 3.6 ± 1.3 151 (standard bootstrap) greater than cells with the smallest On/Off ratio, computed from a 152 linear fit to the population ( Fig. 2E ). As with membrane potential recordings, APB had 153 little effect on adaptive changes in gain, delay or offset with contrast ( Fig. 2F -H 2), with the exception of slow changes in offset during high contrast, which decreased for 156 cells with greater On/Off ratio. However, APB had little effect on this relationship. 157
We further analyzed bipolar cell recordings with the expectation that since they receive 158 input from a single pathway, they would not have large changes in temporal frequency 159 with contrast. Consistent with this idea, although bipolar cells showed changes in gain 160 that are smaller than that of ganglion cells, as previously reported (7, 26), they did not Thus one cannot without further knowledge simply assume that the two pathways are 179 independent, and subtract the Off pathway under APB from the total response to discover 180 the separate contribution of the ON pathway. However, this possible approach is 181 indicated by the success of a linear-nonlinear-kinetic (LNK) model (18) (described 182 below) with two independent pathways that we used previously to accurately capture the 183 responses of On-Off ganglion and amacrine cells. Like most models of parallel pathways, 184 however, it is difficult to know whether the separate model pathways correspond to 185 separate neural pathways. We thus tested pharmacologically whether the model pathways 186 did in fact capture the separate contributions of the On and Off pathways. 187
In each of the two pathways of the LNK model, the first stage consists of a linear 188 temporal filter F LNK , which represents the average response at this intermediate stage to a 189 brief flash of light. Although these filters were not constrained to have opposite polarity, 190 one pathway contained a filter with a negative first peak, and the other's filter had a more 191 delayed positive first peak, apparently corresponding to the Off and On pathways, 192 respectively (Fig, 3A, top) .. Note that this filter, F LNK is different from the linear filter, F LN , of an LN model, as F LN contains all temporal processing for the entire system as 194 opposed to the three part system of the LNK model where dynamics are contributed both 195 by the initial filter F LNK and the final kinetics stage. Thus the linear filter F LN is only an 196 approximation to more complex nonlinear dynamics. In the next stage, a static 197 nonlinearity N LNK applies a threshold and saturation to the response, as well as setting a 198 baseline sensitivity. The final stage consists of a 4-state first order kinetics model, a 199 system that transitions between different states governed by a set of rate constants (28, 200 29). The output of the nonlinearity scales one or two of the rate constants in the kinetics 201 block. For models fit to amacrine and ganglion cells, these rate constants are similar to 202 previously measured rates of bipolar cell synaptic release (30-32). In each pathway, the 203 output of the kinetics block is the active state. The final output is the sum of the two 204 independent pathways, meaning that the effects of the two pathways combine additively. 205
To verify the correspondence of the LNK model to the separate properties of the 206
On and Off pathways, we first fit a two-pathway LNK model to membrane potential 207 responses recorded in a control condition (Fig. 3A) . The correlation coefficient between 208 the model output and the data was (89 ± 5 % n = 4). We then blocked the On pathway 209 pharmacologically using APB, and compared the Off pathway of the control model to a 210 single pathway LNK model fit in the presence of APB (Fig. 3B ). The correlation 211 coefficient between the Off pathway output in the control case and the model with APB 212 were 96 ± 1% (n = 4). Furthermore, the On pathway of the control model contained 213 fluctuations present that were present in the data in the control case, but not when APB 214 was present. This indicates that the drug APB, which selectively suppresses the On 215
Thus, despite the combination of two independently adapting pathways, the two-pathway 217 LNK model accurately reveals the separate contributions from those pathways, allowing 218 an analysis of how their components give rise to the overall behavior of the cell. 219
Furthermore, because of the LNK model sums its two pathways, and the Off pathway fits 220 the pharmacologically defined Off pathway, we can conclude that under these stimulus 221 conditions the contributions of the On and Off pathways corresponded to the added 222 parallel adaptive pathways represented by the model. Note that this does not rule out 223 inhibitory contributions that cross pathways, but does show that the system can be 224 analyzed as though it adds two separate adapting pathways. 225
Adaptive change in stimulus feature through differential processing in two 226 pathways 227
Given that under these conditions the circuit adds the two similar 228 pharmacologically defined pathways we first analyzed the system by computing the gain 229 of the two pathways from the recorded responses as a function of contrast. To do so, we 230 computed LN models from the response under APB, representing the Off pathway, and 231 from the difference between the control and APB responses, which is an estimate of the 232 contribution that requires the On pathway. Once again, we computed the gain as the 233 average slope of the nonlinearity. We found that at high contrast, the gain of the On and 234
Off pathways were much more similar, whereas at low contrast, the gain of the Off 235 pathway was much larger than that of the On pathway ( Fig. 4 ). This analysis revealed 236 that the two pathways adapted differently to contrast, with the Off pathway adapting 237 more than the On pathway ( Fig. 4B ). Thus, as the contrast increased, different responses 238 in the two pathways yielded a different mixture of the On and Off pathways, creating a more biphasic response than would result from a single pathway. This finding provides 240 an explanation as to how the two pathways generate a more biphasic temporal filter at 241 high contrast. 242 Different thresholds have a greater effect on differential processing than different 243 adaptive kinetics 244
What internal computational and mechanistic properties of the two 245 pathways underlie this differential adaptation to contrast? To answer this question, we 246 analyzed the components of the two pathway LNK model. We first verified in the model 247 contrast, the contribution of the two pathways were more similar (42 ± 2 % for On and 58 252 ± 2 % for Off). As the contrast increased, first the output amplitude of the Off pathway 253 increased more rapidly than that of the On pathway ( Figure 5A ). Then the amplitude of 254 the Off pathway reached a plateau, which indicated that adaptive decrease in gain 255 compensated for the increased input. Consistent with the analysis of the data using LN 256 models ( Fig. 4) , the output of the On pathway increased steadily throughout the contrasts 257 tested, adapting less than the Off pathway. 258
259
One might think that because an LN model is by definition a nonadapting system, 260
and that an LNK system shows adaptation, that differential adaptation would naturally be caused by differences in the parameters of the kinetics block in the two pathways. 262
However, the adaptive properties of an LNK pathway are a result of both the threshold of 263 the nonlinearity and the kinetics block (18) . We thus analyzed how each stage of the 264 model in the two pathways contributed to the differential change in output magnitude, 265
and thus the adaptive change in temporal differentiation. Because the linear filters in the 266 two pathways were normalized in amplitude, and the mean of the input is constant, the 267 output amplitude of the first stage in each pathway simply reflects the contrast. Thus no 268 differential processing occurs at this stage except for the difference in the preferred 269 stimulus feature. 270
We measured how the output magnitude of the nonlinearity varied as a function 271 of its input in the two pathways. Comparing the two nonlinearities, the On pathway had a 272 higher threshold as previously reported for salamander On-Off ganglion cells (33), and a 273 more shallow slope than the Off pathway as seen in On cells of the mammalian and 274 amphibian retina (34-37) ( Figure 3 ). Due to its lower threshold, the output of the Off 275 nonlinearity increased at a lower contrast than in the On pathway ( Figure 5B ). However, 276 as contrast increased, because of the steeper slope in the Off nonlinearity, the Off output 277 then began to rise at a slower rate than the On pathway. In comparison, the output of the 278
On pathway rose steadily with contrast above threshold. 279
To compare the independent contribution of the kinetics block in each pathway, 280
we presented a standardized input u t ( ) to the two kinetics blocks, and measured in each 281 pathway the magnitude of the output A t ( ), the active state. Previously it was shown that 282 because of the threshold nonlinearity, an increase in contrast causes an increase in both the mean and standard deviation of u t ( ) . However, only the mean u controls 284 adaptation in the kinetics block, thereby controlling the standard deviation of the output 285 A t ( ) (18) . Thus we computed the amplitude of the kinetics block output as a function of 286 the mean input u . To generate u t ( ) , we used a nonlinearity N 0 with a threshold at 287 zero for both kinetics blocks. This caused both the mean and standard deviation of u t ( ) 288 to increase linearly with contrast. When u increased, the standard deviation of the 289 kinetics block output A t ( ) increased quickly at first, but then rose with a decreasing rate 290 as the kinetics block adapted ( Figure 5C ). Comparing the two pathways, the standard 291 deviation of the kinetics block as a function of the mean input u was similar. The Off 292 pathway, however, adapted slightly more than the On pathway in that, on average, the 293 standard deviation of the On pathway rose only 1.22 ± 0.04 (n = 8) times more than the 294
Off pathway across different mean inputs. Based on this separate analysis of the different 295 stages of processing, differences in the output of the two pathways with contrast appeared 296 to be caused more by the different nonlinearities than by the different kinetics blocks. 297
However, because of potential nonlinear interactions between different sequential 298 stages of processing, we cannot assume that the above effects of the separate blocks will 299 combine additively in the system. Thus we tested the source of differential adaptation in 300 the two pathways by exchanging different components between the two pathways. We 301 exchanged either the nonlinearities or kinetics blocks between pathways, and then 302 measured the resulting effects on each pathway. First we switched the kinetics blocks 303 while keeping the filters and nonlinearities fixed. We found a small change in the output 304 of the two pathways as a function of contrast (Fig. 6A ). Then we exchanged the nonlinearities and saw a much larger effect, that the change in output magnitude of the 306
On pathway was much more similar the Off pathway in the control condition, and vice-307 versa. 308
We further quantified these effects by computing two parameters of the relationship 309 between the contrast, c and output magnitude σ for each pathway. We computed the Figure 5B shows the values for the change in output α and rate of adaptation β for 318 the two pathways in the control condition (α C , β C ), when the kinetics blocks were 319 exchanged (α K , β K ) and when the nonlinearities were exchanged (α N , β N ). In the 320 control condition, the two pathways differed in the change in output α C by a factor of 3.2 321 ± 0.2, with the On pathway having a greater slope reflecting less adaptation. Exchanging 322 the kinetics caused the slope α K to be only a factor of 1.3 ± 0.06 different than α C , a 323 change of 30 %. This factor was computed by averaging α C (ON ) α N (ON ) and 324 α K (OFF ) α C (OFF ) . In comparison, changing the nonlinearities caused the slope α N to be a 325 factor 2.94 ± 0.34 different from α C in the control case, a change of 194 %. Thus the 326 change produced by exchanging the nonlinearities was 6.5 times that produced by exchanging the kinetics blocks. We then compared the control rate of adaptation β C for 328 the two pathways, which differed by a factor of 5.7 ± 0.9. Exchanging the kinetics blocks 329 caused the rate β K to be only a factor of 1.26 ± 0.07 different than β C , whereas 330 exchanging the nonlinearity caused β N to be a factor of 4.26 ± 0.72 different than β C . 331
Thus, exchanging the nonlinearities caused a change in the adaptive rate 12.5 times 332 greater than exchanging the kinetics. Thus, the amount of adaptive change in temporal 333 differentiation is controlled primarily by the different nonlinearities in the two pathways, 334 with a smaller contribution from the different adaptive kinetics. In comparison, the 335 contrast at which the adaptive change in the temporal filter occurs is controlled almost 336 exclusively by the differences in the two nonlinearities. 337
This does not suggest that synaptic kinetics plays a small role in other adaptive 338
properties. Across contrasts, the action of the kinetics block contributes to changing the 339 speed of the temporal filter and the gain (16, 18). These effects, however are distinct from 340 the change in temporal differentiation controlled by differential output in the two 341 pathways. do not. Third, the mechanism that changes temporal bandwidth causes the On and Off 351 pathways to adapt to contrast differently, changing the ratio of On to Off input at high 352 contrast. Because the On pathway has a more delayed average temporal filter than the Off 353 pathway, a greater On pathway contribution results in a more biphasic filter for the entire 354 system. Fourth, we verified using pharmacology and a model that On-Off ganglion cells 355 have the computational structure of two independent adapting pathways whose outputs 356 are summed together. Finally, analysis of that model indicates that the key differences 357 between the On and Off pathway that cause differential adaptation and thus underlie 358 changes in temporal bandwidth is a difference in the threshold of the two pathways, 359 rather than differences in their nonlinear dynamics. This implies that the differences in 360 the threshold of the bipolar cell terminal as compared to the baseline membrane potential 361 are responsible for the change in temporal bandwidth, as opposed to differences in the 362 dynamics of synaptic release in the two pathways. 363
We have used pharmacology to block the signals traveling through one receptor type, and 364 then infer the independent contributions of the blocked and unblocked pathways. It is 365 important to note that the subtractive procedure we have performed to make this 366 inference is not generally valid unless the two pathways do sum together independently. 367
Thus, the use of the LNK model to verify this computational structure, and pharmacology 368 to validate this aspect of the model is a necessary step in the interpretation of the two 369 summed pathways. Crossover inhibition between the On and Off pathways is observed in 370 many ganglion cells (27) . However, our model of the Off pathway fit to the whole system 371 captures the cell's behavior when only the Off pathway is active, and the model's symmetric structure lends support that blocking the On pathway can reveal the 373 contributions of both Off and On pathways. Note that the conclusion that the cells 374 conform to a model of two independently adapting pathways does not mean there is no 375 crossover inhibition. The two pathways consist of one pathway that originates from APB 376 sensitive neurotransmission, and one that does not. The APB sensitive pathway may itself 377 be an average of several neural pathways, some that deliver a signal to some component 378 of the Off pathway. 379
One reason, however, to think the effect of crossover inhibition is not strong in On-Off 380 ganglion cells that crossover inhibition often creates a more linear cell (38), whereas On 381
Off cells are necessarily nonlinear, and have a sharp threshold. A second effect is for the 382
On pathway to create a more strongly rectifying Off pathway by shifting the effective 383 threshold of the Off pathway through tonic inhibition (39). Because the same Off 384 pathway in the model fit the response with and without the On pathway present, we 385 predict similarly that this effect of crossover inhibition is not strong here. If there is 386 crossover inhibition in these cells, it may contribute to the initial linear filter in each 387 pathway, which mechanistically would correspond to presynaptic inhibition onto the 388 bipolar cell terminal. The majority of salamander On-Off ganglion cells have direct input 389 from both On and Off bipolar cells, with a smaller percentage (< 25 %) having input from 390 one pathway that is delivered only via intervening amacrine cells (40). This more 391 common type might be expected to behave according to the model of independently 392 adapting pathways we describe here. We cannot assume, however, that On and Off 393 pathways are strictly parallel streams that do not interact, and we expect this will change 394 with more complex visual stimuli than the uniform field stimuli used to create the model.
Nonetheless, the basic conclusion that the On pathway is required for large changes in 396
temporal frequency but not other adaptive properties is observed with a spatiotemporal 397 stimulus (Fig. 2) . 398
An alternative computational structure has been proposed to account for contrast 399 adaptation in ganglion cells using a divisive effect of one visual feature on another (22) . 400
This Div-S model can capture fast adaptation in On ganglion cells of the mouse, but does 401 not include slow adaptive time constants and thus was not tested against the data here. 402
The basic structure of the LNK model is a depressing synapse that follows a threshold, 403
and thus a stronger signal changes the mean level of the input to the synapse. Because of 404 the necessity of the threshold, this arrangement may be less effective at generating 405 adaptation for a more linear cell. Because the Div-S model has been shown to fit On 406 ganglion cells, which are more linear than Off cells (34-37), it may be that a divisive 407 structure is required for adaptation in more linear cells. 408
Differential adaptation in parallel pathways 409
Systems that can be accurately captured with a linear-nonlinear (LN) model do not 410 change their properties of temporal filtering or sensitivity with a change in stimulus 411 statistics. Thus, a change in the parameters of the LN model has served as a definition of 412 adaptation (7, 24, 41, 42). Both On and Off pathways adapt independently, in that the 413 gain of each pathway changes with contrast (18) . Overall, the Off pathway adapted at a 414 lower contrast, and reached a more complete level of adaptation at lower contrasts than 415 the On pathway (Fig. 5A ). This change in the relative strength of the On and Off 416 pathways is consistent with an earlier study (43) that showed that one type of On-Off ganglion cell -type II from that study -changed its temporal filter with contrast, but this 418 behavior could not be reproduced by a single LNK pathway. This earlier study identified 419 different clusters in a spike-triggered covariance analysis that could have been generated 420 by the On and Off pathways, although the small amount of spikes occurring from the On 421 pathway was insufficient to model. Our membrane potential recordings here provided 422 sufficient data to fit a two pathway LNK in order to analyze the internal computational 423
properties of the separate On and Off input. Although the different adaptive kinetics in 424 the two pathways do make a small contribution to differential adaptation, the primary 425 source for this adaptive change is the different thresholds in the two pathways ( Fig. 5 -426 6). Thus in general, changes in temporal bandwidth alone could potentially be produced 427 through the summation of nonadapting pathways. 428
Differences in On and Off inputs in On-Off ganglion cells 429
A number of studies in different species have shown that On and Off pathways have 430 differences in their nonlinear properties. On ganglion cells are more linear and have 431 lower thresholds in salamander, mouse and primate (34-37), and On pathway neurons are 432 similarly more linear in the fly early visual system (44). Although we observe the 433 shallower slope for the On pathway, we observe that for On-Off ganglion cells, On 434 pathway input has a higher threshold (Fig. 3) . There is substantial diversity in the 435 responses of individual bipolar cells in salamander (40, 45) and mouse (46) , and it may 436 be that On bipolar cell inputs to On-Off ganglion cells have a higher synaptic threshold 437 than On bipolar cell inputs to On type ganglion cells. 438 reported, gives rise to that differential adaptation. 454
Role of adaptive synapses
The LNK model breaks down the cell's response into smaller subsystems, first by 455 separating On and Off pathways, then further compartmentalizing computational function 456 into feature selection, nonlinear distortion and thresholding, and adaptation. The accuracy 457 of this model, its ability to capture adaptive properties and the correspondence of its 458 components to distinct neural pathways (Fig. 3) allow us to localize a potentially complex 459 response into simpler computational elements. In the model, one can think of each 460 pathway as having a threshold for adaptation. As the variance of the signal increases, the 461 mean of the signal after the threshold will increase. This increase in mean then triggers adaptation of the kinetic system. Thus, one can think of the threshold as being a threshold 463 for adaptation, and it is this threshold that is different between the two pathways, 464 although the kinetic system that implements that adaptation is similar between the 465 pathways. The similarity of the adaptive properties is consistent with the notion that 466 blocking On pathway does not change gain, speed or offset. If the two adaptive pathways 467 were different one would expect that changing the mixture would change adaptation of 468 the overall system. 469
Different types of mechanisms can generate changes in temporal differentiation. 470
Photoreceptors have a more biphasic response at higher luminance (47), yet use only a 471 single biochemical pathway to convey the light response (48). Insect photoreceptors 472 accomplish this switch with a combination of two ionic conductances with different 473 thresholds (49). Previous experiments give evidence as to the correspondence of different 474 stages of the LNK model with different levels in the circuit. Because the bipolar cell 475 membrane potential does not show strong rectification for a constant mean intensity 476 stimulus but ganglion cells are rectified, the threshold likely arises at the bipolar cell 477 synaptic terminal from voltage-activated calcium channels. One possible source of the 478 different thresholds in the two pathways is differential expression of such calcium 479 channels, which differ in rods in cones, but it is unknown whether they differ in On and 480
Off bipolar cells (50). An alternative source is differential inhibition onto bipolar cell 481 terminals (51), which would set the resting potential at different levels relative to the 482 activation threshold of calcium channels in the synaptic terminal. 483
Two pathways implement a change in the rules of efficient coding
The rules of efficient coding are known to change in a sophisticated way when the 485 signal strength changes. Due to the dominance of low temporal frequencies in natural 486 visual scenes, it can be an efficient strategy to remove these slow correlations, thus giving 487 more equal weight to high and low frequency signals (5, 9) . This approach however can 488 come at a cost when signals are weak and noisy -rather than computing the difference 489 between noisy signals, the more efficient strategy is not to decorrelate, but to simply 490 exclude high frequency signals. Here we see that this shift in temporal frequency in On 491
Off ganglion cells comes mostly from a change between one and two neural pathways. 492
The phenomenology that we observe with respect to a switch from one to two neural 493 pathways is highly similar to that found in the auditory cortex, where the stimulus-494 response relationship changes from monophasic to biphasic at higher signal strength 495 (52). In that case, there is an accompanying switch from a one-dimensional to a two-496 dimensional stimulus representation. However, because of a lack of knowledge of neural 497 inputs in the cortex it is not known whether this change involves the additional 498 contribution from a separate neural pathway as we can conclude in the retina. 499
Our results show that distinct properties of contrast adaptation are controlled by 500 distinct mechanisms acting in concert, with the baseline set of properties of changing gain 501 speed and offset present in individual neural pathways, and temporal bandwidth changing 502 arising from the recruitment of a high threshold pathway. Thus, the system is layered, 503 with a baseline rule of efficient coding implemented in single pathways, and a second-504 level rule selected or rejected by the high threshold of a second pathway. Different rules 505 of efficient coding are selected by different combinations of neural pathways.
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(3) 664 Linear Nonlinear Kinetic model. LNK models were optimized as described, (18) , where 665 additional details can be found. For On-Off cells the model had two pathways. Each 666 pathway consisted of a linear temporal filter F LNK (t) , a static nonlinearity, N(g) and a 667 first order kinetic system defined by a transition matrix Q u ( ) . The components were 668 parameterized as described below, and all parameters were fit together using a 669 constrained optimization algorithm. For each pathway, the stimulus, s (t), was passed 670 through a linear temporal filter, F LNK (t) and a static nonlinearity, N(g) , 671
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Although these two initial stages have the same structure linear-nonlinear (LN) model, 673 the filter and nonlinearity are different functions than those computed for an LN model, 674
and are optimized, rather than computed using reverse correlation. The kinetics block of 675 the model is a Markov process defined by 676 
